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INTRODUCTION
HELLO ERASMUS PPL!
We are Erasmus Student Network and we are here to help you to get redy for the
best time of your life – ERASMUS in Bratislava! Every year a lot of students from all
around the Europe decide to visit our little home. Although it is hard to imagine what
will your stay here bring, what we know for sure is that you will meet great people,
experience great events, learn new things abot the world and ultimately about
yourself. Because honestly, in the end, you will get a new perspective and become
independent.
As ESN we want to be part of your amazing experience, therefore, we are here to
help you with everything you need and to make you feel like Bratislava is the new
home of yours. We admit that in the beginning you might feel lost or insecure about all
new overwhelming information falling on you from all the sides. For this reason, ESN
STUBA has created this Survival Guide. The main point of this guide is to provide you
with basic technical, logistic, and administrative information which is essential for
your Erasmus stay in Bratislava. Secondly, thanks to this guide we want to introduce
you ESN and show you what we have in “store“ for you ;).
We strongly encourage you to read through the whole material and save it into your
phone. Also, to stay update follow our ESN Facebook page and check up Facebook
Group where we post about upcoming events. You can also share there your
experience and questions which may help other people. We believe our interaction will
keep your amazing ERASMUS experience without trouble and full of new fabulous
adventures! Because together it is more fun!
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See you in Bratislava!
Your ESN STUBA team

INTRODUCTION
ESN STUBA
ESN STUBA stands for Erasmus Student Network section of Slovak University of
Technology in Bratislava Slovakia. We were created as a section in December 2012 and
from this month on we have been trying to improve ERASMUS experience of STUBA
students. We are here to provide you with information about any issue arising in
relation Erasmus. We are eager to create opportunities for Slovak and foreign
students and promote their mutual cooperation. We want to break down barriers
between nations and encourage communication among them. One of the main ways of
communication is the buddy program in which every foreign student gets his Slovak
“turist guide” student.

FOLLOW US HERE:
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INTRODUCTION
STU
Slovak University of Technology (hereinafter reffered to as “STU”) is a modern
educational and scientific institution. Since its foundation in the year 1937 more than
145.000 students have graduated. On average, 17.000 students study at the STU
every year. At present, the STU consist of seven faculties localed in Bratislava and
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Trnava.

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
STUBA DORMITORY OVERVIEW
Here we provide you some basic information about dormitories of STU. Please consider
the fact that all the information are orientational and may change.

STUDENT HOUSE MLADÁ GARDA
Primarily intended for: FCHPT, SJF
Address: Račianska 103, Bratislava-Rača
Location: 5km from the city center
(more info: www.garda.sk)
In walking distance of Faculties: None

PROS AND CONS:

2 bed room- 79,30€

+ good tram connection to the city center

1 bed room- 92,50€

+ huge sport field for football and athletics

What is included: Rooms are fully enquipped, including

+ Garda Pub with regular parties

basics like: shower, toilet, linen. Fitness, laundry and

+ you can do BBQ in front of the dormitory

and medical services are also available, but not included

+ market, hospital and fast food nearby

in the price

+ 3 study rooms
+ canteen
- hostel is sometimes noisy at nights
- some of the rooms are not reconstructed
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- location, you need to use tram/bus to get to Uni
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PRICE:

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
STUDENT HOUSE DOBROVIČOVA
Primarily intended for: SVF
Address: Dobrovičova 14, Bratislava-Staré mesto
Location: Dormitory is located in the city center near
Eurovea shopping center
In walking distance of Fakulties: SVF, FCHPT, FA,SJF

PRICE:
1 bed room - 85€/month
2 bed room - 60€/month
3 bed room - 60€/month
What it includes: Rooms are specially enquipped. Toilets
and bathrooms are located in the corridors. Fitness is also
available, although it is not included in price.

PROS AND CONS:
+good tram and bus connections
+Danube river nearby
+usually not too noisy
+canteen
+shops, bars, restaurants in walking distance
+direct connection to nerby train station
+some rooms are reconstructed
-some rooms have weak wifi connection
-shared toilets and bathroom
-some rooms have old wooden windows
-no overnight visits
-old, not really working elevator
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-it is undergoing reconstruction si it gets very dusty

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
STUDENT HOUSE MLADOSŤ
Primary intended for: FEI, FIIT, few rooms other faculties
Address: Staré grunty 53, Bratislava-Karlova Ves
In walking distance of Faculties: FEI,FIIT

PRICE:
2 bed room- 80,00 €/ month
3 bed room- 77,10€/ month
What it includes: Rooms are socially equipped
including basics: bathtub, toilet,
linen, fridge.
Fitness is also available.

PROS AND CONS:
+many bars, clubs, shops and
restaurants nearby
+very good internet
connection
+canteen
+it is kind of student´s
neighbourhood
-far from city center
-poor bus connections,
often crowded
-hostel is sometimes noisy at nights
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LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
STUDENT HOUSE JURA HRONCA/BERNOLÁK
Primarily intended for: SVF, FA
Adress: Bernolakova 1, 811 07, Bratislava 1
In walking distance of Faculties: SVF, FCHPT, FA, SJF

PRICE:
2 bed room- 84,40€/month
What is includes: Rooms are fully equipped, including shower,
toilet, linen, fridge (not in each room). Fitness, laundry and dentist
are also available but not included in the price.

PROS AND CONS:
+many bars, clubs, shops and restaurants nearby
+canteen
+5min walking distance from SVF, SJF,
ECHPT, FA
+good internet connection
+printshop
+good public transport connection
-it might be noisy at nights
-some of the rooms are not
reconstruced
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LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
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LIVING IN BRATISLAVA

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Bratislava is not a very big city, nearly all sights and main monuments are situated in the city centre
and can be reached by walking. However, on your way to airport/ dormitory/ school, you might need
public transport.
Buses, trams and trolleys are operating approx. From 4 am to 11 pm. In the night time, there are
several night bus lines with prefix ‘’ N ‘’ (states for ‘night’). Please, be aware that the service is
reduced to one per hour. We highly recommend you to arrive at the bus stop at least 5min before
the departure, because buses don’t automatically stop at all bus stops, so they might arrive earlier.
Also, at some bus stops you might have to wave as the bus approaches your stop.
Bratislava has an understandable system of public transport consisting of buses, trams, and
trolleys. They convey at regular intervals according to timetables, which and be found at bus stops
or on the website https://imhd.sk/ba/ , nowadays you can also use google maps, they show the
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departure times accurately.

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
TICKETS
Tickets are valid for centain period of time and you can buy them in KIOSKS or
TICKET MACHINES. You MUST validate them once inside the bus/ tram. If the
ticket inspector finds your ticket not marked or valid, you can be charged a fine of
50€ ( if you pay on the spot, otherwisem it is 70€ ). Tickets are valid for all means
of public transport in the city and remain vaild when changing from one mean
of transport to another. If you travel with a large luggage, you should buy
an extra reduced ticket for it (0.35€).
You can also buy an SMS TICKET, by sending an empty message to number
1140, 1100 or 1124. Within two minutes you should receive a message with
your ticket. You shouldn’t get on the bus without this SMS. Please be aware
that SMS system is working only with Slovak mobile phone operators. This ticket works
during both daytime and night time and you don’t need to buy an extra icket if travelling with big luggage.
We recommend you to get a monthly ticket if you will be using the public transport daily, like this you will
spend less money on the transport over-all also like this you will not need to bother with buying tickets
every time before antering the bus. You will need to carry you ISIC card with you, it will work as your ticket.
However, if you are not planning to use public transport daily and also you can’t be bothered to buy tickets
every time you travel. You can charge your ISIC card with at least 3,00€ and you will be able to buy a ticket in
the bus on the little touch machines.

SMS TICKETS
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PREPAID TICKET
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REGULAR TICKETS

LIVING IN BRATISLAVA
TAXI SERVICES
There are plenty of licensed taxi companies in Bratislava which differ by prices, starting at 5€ for
a ride within the city. Don’t forget it is cheaper to other a taxi by phone than to hail one in the
street. Some taxi services have a fixed min fare (app. 3.50€).
!BE AWARE! Keep in mind that once taxi drivers find out you are a foreigner they might trick you and
charge you more than they should. It happens mostly at the Main train station of Bratislava. To
prevent this, make shure a taximeter is running before taxi drives off! In case you suspect that the
price is too high for the service, always ask for receipt. Taxi drivers are obligated to issue receipt
on your request. Always ask the taxi drive the approximet price of the drive.
More affordable ways of taking ride within the city is to use one of the mobile taxi applications.

TAXI APPLICATIONS:

TAXI SERVICES:
EASY TAXI
HELLO TAXI

Hopin

Uber

+421 948 216 321

EXPRES TAXI +421 902 222 333
MAXI TAXI

Bolt

+421 918 555 555

+421 915 809 789

Taxify

BYCICLE
Nowadays, there are just few cycle paths in the city centre and
along the Danube river, but the city is currently building new ones.
Although it is not obligatory to wear a helmet in the city, we
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recommend you to use it.

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
ADVENTURES WITH ESN
Fortunately, Erasmus is not only about technical, administrative, and school stuff. It
is also about great fun with many events and trips you may (and surely will)
experience. For sure, you will get the most of fun each night at your dormitory, but
ESN is also here to provide you with many special events. We would love to have fun
with you and that is why we organize a variety of parties, sport, cultural, and social
events or trips. Would you like to get together with your friends and see what’s up in
a theatre? Does bungee-jumping from one of the Bratislava’s bridges sounds good to
you? Are you sport competitive, are you animal lover or natural adventurer? Down
below you will find just a small part of a list full of activities we have prepared for
you!
Don’t forget about our WelcomeWeek which will run during first week of semester.
During this week , you will have a chance to be a part of semester. During this week ,
you will have a chance to be a part of very interesting programme prepared for you.
You will meet other Erasmus students and we promise you will get integrated!

FREE TIME ACTIVITIES:
Since we know Erasmus people love having fun we
provide you with lots of crazy stuff. Paintball,
trampoliness, laser tag, go-karts, sport
tournaments and other activities which you can
enjoy with us! If you are interested, it is
always our pleasure to arrange everything needed
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for having great time.

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES:
ESN organise amazing projects for community service in Social Erasmus programme. Spreading
Erasmus information in local high schools, cheering up kids in orphanage, visiting old people in
retirement homes, understanding sidabled people in retirement homes, understanding sidabled
people, helping those without home or dog walking are the projects we organise and we will love to
see you there ☺.

TRAVEL TIME:
You will also notice, that Slovakia is picturesque country and
has wonderful nature. During our trips you will visit most
beautiful places of our small country; you will explore High
Tatras and our national parks. We also arrange trips to capital cities
of surrounding countries, so make time and use yours weekends wisely ;).

BE INTERNATIONAL:
From time to time, you can attend Language tandem during which you can learn from each other new
words and phrases of foreign languages in a funny way. During the semester, you will also get
a chance to introduce your country, its customs and traditional food. We regulary organise favourite
event called SuperSupper. For this event we strongly need your interaction, since it is about you
being ambassador of your country. In case you are interested, please inform your buddy. We are
really looking forward learn about your nation!

DAYTIME:
ESN is here to make the most out of your days here in
Slovakia.

NIGHTLIFE:
Last, but not least, ESN cares also about your nightlife. Don’t miss
legendary Barathons and take past in thematic parties organised just for you.
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ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
BUDDY PROGRAM
Buddies are volunteers who are eager to interact with international students. They
want to improve their language skills, spend some time with them and have fun. They
are here to help you with your stay and become your personal tour guide. All of them
speak English and some of them can speak other languages. You can always ask them
for help when you have some administrative troubles due to language barriers.
Buddied might be members of ESN, but it can happen they are provided by university
itself or they are volunteering independently.
WHAT WILL YOUR BUDDY DO?
Get in touch with you by an e-mail a couple of weeks before beginning of the
semester
Pick you up at the airport, train or bus station and help you to accommodate
yourself at dormitory
Help you to get your student card and public transportation pass
Help you if you have problems with administrative work
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Show you their favourite pubs and teach you how to drink Slovak beer

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
THE ESN CARD
The ESNcard is the membership card of ESN which means that you can access to all
the services offered by the ESN and our partners, With the ESNcard, moreover, you
can enjoy thousands of discounts all over Europe. In this section you will find a list of
partners, who peovides discounts within Slovakia.

HOW TO GET THE ESN CARD:
You can buy one during WelcomeWeek,
or ask your buddy. You can also get it
in ESN STUBA Office or directly from
any ESN STUBA member
You need your passport size photo
To make card valid you need to
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registrate it online

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
ESN SK PARTNER:
ESN SK PARTNER:

MOBILE PROVIDER
ESN Slovakia and Orange Slovakia are bringing you the best option for internet
and calls-prepaid service called Funfón. They offer 7cents per call to other Funfón numbers or 7cents for
minute of call to toher providers. There is fixed price 7cents/SMS and you will get 200MB of full speed mobile
internet for 40c per day. Sure, you pay only days you use it. Funfón provides excellent čG coverage in
Slovakia, so you will never be out of the reach.

ESN SK PARTNER:

SEND IT SMART:
With ESNcard you have an exclusive discount for all Eurosender
shipping service. All students in Slovakia are entitled too a special 10% discount by entering the promo code
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ESNSK when booking their Eurosender order. For using the code you mush have your ESNcard registered.

ERASMUS STUDENT NETWORK
ESN INTERNATIONAL PARTNER

FLY WITH RYANAIR
Ryanair, as part od its ‘Always Getting Better’ programme, and Erasmus Student Network commit to
improving Erasmus experience for all European students. That’s why, from September on, Erasmus
students will be offered 15% off Ryanair flights as a free checked-in bag with every flight booked.
There will also be a special booking portal, travel tips and weekly travel offers.
With ESNcard you will get 15% discount on 8 single flights (or 4 return flights), free check-in
luggage of 15kg with each of these 8 flights booked. In addition you can receive weekly travel offers
and tailored Ryanair in-journey offers on the mobile app. This offer is a way of helping exchange
students and interns to travel during their exchange period, so it is only applicable for flights
booked, at least, 28 days in advance and for travelling dates between 1st of September to 15th of
June. Awesome to book your flight home or for holiday. ☺
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OTHER ESN SK PARTNERS:

OTHER
In this section you will many information which might be hopeful during your stay in
Slovakia. In case you have more question or any trouble don’t hasitate to ask your
buddy or any ESN member for help.

EMERGENCY AND UNWELCOME TRUBLE
Bratislava is knoen as a relatively safe city. Nonetheless, an accident can sometimes happen. In case it does,
first call emergency numer 112. If you need a medical treatment you can find a list of nonstop clinics and
pharmacies below.
Beside the numbers of your boyfriends/ girfriends/ best friends/ drink buddies, here are the most important
phone numbers needed in Bratislava. We strongly suggest you to save them into your phone:
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NONSTOP PHARMACY:
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE:

OTHER
In case you lose your passport, report this to the Foreing’ Police “Cudzinecká polícia“.
We also provide you information about Turkish embassy. If you need to visit any one
of these two facilities it is better to ask you buddy for help.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FOREIGH POLICE:
Foregigh Police in Bratislava
Address: Hrobákova 44, Bratislava-Petržalka
Public transport: Bus stop-Bradáčová (bus no.83, 92, 95, 97, 99, 192, N95)
Office hours: Thursday is closed

----------------------------------------------------------------------INFO FOR TURKISH STUDENTS
Turkish Embassy in Bratislava
Address: Holubyho 11, Bratislava-Staré mesto
Public transport: Bus stop-Šulekova (bus no. 147, trolleybus no.208)
Office hours: Monday-Friday (9:00-12:30)(14:00-18:00)

---------------------------------------------------------------------

MOBILE PROVIDERS
In Slovakia you have many options in choosing mobile provider. Here is a list of main operators
follower by smaller ones. Orange as a partner of ESN Slovakia provides benefits for its users. Find
out more in ESN Card section.
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OPERATORS:

OTHER
POSTAL SERVICE
Bratislava’s main post office is at SNP Square and is open 7 days a
week, mostly open until 8 pm (closed on Sunday). In this impressive
building from the last century, you will find many ornate wooden
counters that differ from service they provide. If you are sending a letter, look for a
sing saying “známky” which means postal stamps. Be prepared, just a few of the
staff here speak English. However, if you need some more information, you can visit a
website of the national postal operator, Slovenská Pošta, which runs in English:
www.posta.sk/en

STORES AND SHOPPING MALLS
Regular stores in Bratislava are mostly open Monday-Friday from 8am to 6pm and
from 8am to 12:00 (noon) od Saturday. However, Bratislava has really large amount of
shopping malls and large department stores to which have longer opening hours and
are open even on Sundays and bank holidays. Some supermarkets are oper 24hours.

SHOPPING MALLS:
• EUROVEA GALLERIA/ Pribinova 8, Staré mesto/ Daily: 10am-9pm
• AUPARK SHOPPING CENTER/ Einsteinova 18, Petržalka / Daily: 10am-9pm
• SHOPPING MALL CENTRAL/ Metodova 6, Ružinov/ Daily: 10am-9pm
• VIVO! SHOPPING/ Vajnorská 100, Nové mesto/ Daily: 10am-10pm
•

GALERIA CUBICON/ Staré Gruty, Karlova Ves/ Mon-Fri: 10am-9pm Sat-Sun: 9am-9pm

• MY TESCO/ Kamenné nám.1/ Mon-Sat: 7am-9am Sun: 8am-8pm
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• IKEA&AVION SHOPPING PARK/ Ivánska cesta 18/12, Ružinov/ Daily: 10am-pm

OTHER
SMOKING IFORMATION
Smoking is very common in Slovakia. Around a third of people here regulary smoke,
and few years ago it was difficult to find non-smoking restaurant or bar. However,
new stict regulation, which protect non-smoking area separated by a permanent wall.
Rules for bars are different, since they do not serve food (or if they do, bz redefining
them “snacks” they sidestep regulations). Smoking there is still allowed an common.
Cafes in city center are generally ono-smokin, altogether with teashops and fast food
stores, but it is permitted at outdoor terraces which are available in summer. Smoking
is also prohibited in all public transport vehicles, at stations and stops. Please keep a
distance from bus/tram stops in order to avoid being charged. Naturally, it is not
allowed to smoke in hospitals, schools, universities, playgrounds, theatres, shops and
galleries.

To buy cigarettes you must be older than 18. It might happen you need to prove your
age to seller. Many cigarette brands are widely available in kiosks, newspaper stands,
gas stations or supermarkets. Some cafes, restaurants (with smoking area) or pubs
offer cigarettes listed in the menu. In pubs you can find cigarette vending
machines with quite wide range of brands. There are also several
tobacconist’s in the city center selling toose tobacco and other
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smoking products.

OTHER
AIRLINES AND AIRPORTS
Bratislava’s airport is the biggest in Slovakia. Regular flights link it to other Slovak
cities and to many major European destinations. If you want to fly to Bratislava, you
can choose between the city’s own international airport (BTS) and Schwechat airport
in Vienna (VIE) which is about 45km from Bratislava and it is connected by regular
shuttle buses. A city bus service (no.61) connects the airpost witch main railway
station, where you can change for lines to other parts of the city or city center.
Normally it takes 15 minutes by car to get from the airport to the city center.

15% DISCOUNT WITH RYANAIR:
Since September 2017, all holders of ESN Card can use 15% discount for travelling by Ryanair
and free check-in luggage of 15kg. Flights needs to be booked, at least, 28 days in advance
and for travelling dates between 1st of September to 15th of June. More information can be
found in ESN Card section of this guide.

RAILWAYS AND TRAINSTATIONS
Trains in Slovakia are the safest and most afforadable way to travel troughout the
country. International trains to Bratislava’s main railway station run from Vienna (1
hour), Budapest (3 hour), and Prague (4-5 hours) several times a day.

FREE TRAVELLING WITHIN THE COUNTRY:
Since November 2014, students in Slovakia can travel by train for free (possible with trains
of ŽSSR). The only thing you need is to show your ISIC and ID card at the railway station to
get your RailCard. For further information about free/ discounted traveling don’t hesitate to
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ask your buddy or any ESN member.

OTHER
NATIONAL HOLIDAYS
In Slovakia we have five days of national holiday during these days we do not work,
neither we go to school, and almost all of the stores are obligated to be closed whole
day. Due to fat, that Slovakia is highly religious country we have ten more nonworking days, which are directly connected with religious events.
We recommend you to put these dates in your calendar to be ready for prolonged
weekends. You can better plan your trips or homecoming.

Slovak Republic

01.01. Day of the Establishment of the Slovak Republic
06.01 Epiphany (The Three Magi)

15.09 Day of Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows

02.04 Good Friday

01.11 All Saints’ Day

05.04 Easter Monday

17.11 Struggle for Freedom and Democracy

01.05 International Workers’ Day

24.12 Christmas Eve

08.05 Day of victory over fascism

25.12 Christmas Day

05.07 St. Cyril and Methodius Day

26.12 St. Stephen’s Day

29.08 Slovak National Uprising anniversary
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01.09 Day of the Constitution of the

YEAR 2021
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YEAR 2020

OTHER
USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
The Slovak language belongs to the group of Slavic languages. Many say it is really
challenging for foreigners to pronounce or learn it. Even though English is a piece of
cake in comparison to Slovak, many people here still don’t speak it well. Slovak
grammar is more complicated than you might expect. Nevertheless, we are putting our
trust in you and we believe you can manage to learn these short phrses, which can
help you survive your semester or two in Slovakia.

BASIC PHRASES:

FOOD:
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NUMBERS:

COVID-19
All person who enter the territory of the Slovak Republic from 6 July 2020 and who
visited a country not considered to be a ,, low-risk country ’’ from the epidemiological
point of view during the previous 14 days, are ordered to remain in home isolation
(self-isolation) until they receive the negative RT-PCR test for COVID-19. (If the
person does not have a place of residence in the Slovak Republic, the isolation in a
hotel or an accommodation facility is acceptable).

This person is obliged to contact the competent Regional Public Health Authority and
to undergo the laboratory diagnosis of COVID-19 not earlier than on the fifth day of
home isolation. During the period of home isolation , this isolation is also ordered to
persons living in a common household with the isolated person. The testing is not
obligatory for children under 3 years of age, unless the regional Public Health
Authority of the General Practitioner- Paediatrician does not decide otherwise.

For the list of low risk countries check: https://www.mzv.sk/web/en/covid-19

And for more information about COVID-19 situation in Slovakia check:
https://korona.gov.sk/en/
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IT’S ABOUT TO BE LEGENDARY

